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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we propose an efficient and effective action

recognition framework by combining multiple feature mod-

els from dynamic image, optical flow and raw frame, with 3D

convolutional neural network (CNN). Dynamic image pre-

serves the long-term temporal information, while optical flow

captures short-term temporal information, and raw frame rep-

resents the appearance information. Experiments demonstrate

that dynamic image provides complementary information to

raw frame feature and optical flow feature. Furthermore, with

the approximate rank pooling, the computation of dynamic

images is about 360 times faster than optical flow, and the dy-

namic image requires far less memory than optical flow and

raw frame.

Index Terms— Action Recognition, 3D Convolutional

Neural Network, Video Classification

1. INTRODUCTION

Since Krizhevsky et al. [1] won the first prize in ImageNet

2012 competition, CNNs have been widely applied in many

computer vision fields such as image classification, object

recognition, and segmentation, etc. CNN shows great advan-

tages over traditional hand-designed features in these fields.

Helped with CNN, powerful GPU, and the available large

datasets, these fields are developing quickly.

With more videos available on the Internet, researchers

begin to apply CNN in videos such as action recognition,

video description generation, and action localization. Unlike

the image-based applications which depend only on spatial

information, the action recognition needs both the spatial and

temporal information to identify actions in videos. Varol et

al. [2] treated actions as 3D objects and identified them by

capturing both the appearance information from every frame

and the appearance evolution between frames.

Researchers have proposed different types of networks to

extract appearance and temporal information for action recog-

nition. Simonyan et al. [3] incorporated two CNNs to learn

appearance information from raw RGB frames and learn tem-

poral information from optical flow. Donahue et al. [4] em-

ployed VGG [5] to extract appearance information as a fixed

length vector from continuous frames which was then used to

train Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) to learn the tempo-

ral information between frames. Ji et al. [6] took 3D CNN

to learn both the appearance and temporal information from

multiple consecutive frames which proved to have a good per-

formance. The networks of [2, 7] follow a similar structure as

[6] but with different lengths of input clips.

The models developed for image classification such as [1,

5, 8, 9], which are good at extracting appearance information

from images, can be used to extract appearance information

of frames for action recognition. However, there is not a good

way to capture the long-term temporal information of videos.

The existing methods can only handle certain length of frames

to extract short-term temporal information confined within a

video clip. Varol et al. proved the importance of long-term

temporal information for actions that lasting for longer time

[2]. Following [2], short-term temporal information extracted

from short video clip is not sufficient to identify some actions.

Therefore more efficient methods are needed to extract long-

term temporal information from videos.

One straightforward idea of extracting long-term temporal

information is to feed networks with long frame sequences.

However, with more video frames feed into the network,

the network would be more complicated and easily overfit-

ting. This usually requires massive data to train the network.

Among all the networks for action recognition, Varol et al.

claimed that their network can capture long-term temporal

information [2]. However, the difference between the method

in [2] and others is that they used a longer input sequence

(100 frames). Even though, a 100-frame video clip is much

longer than the input of other methods (usually under 16
frames), it is still too short for actions like TaiChi.

Another way is to compress the evolution of appearance

in a video into shorter sequences such as 16 frames. With this

way, the CNN models of papers [2, 6, 7] can be employed.

Fernando et al. proposed to use ranking machine to capture

video-wide temporal information for action recognition [10],

which was expanded further by Bilen et al. to dynamic image

[11]. Bilen et al. replaced the rank pooling with approxi-
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Fig. 1. The pipeline of the proposed framework. First, three models are trained to extract different kinds of information from

videos. RGB Network is for extracting appearance information from raw RGB frames, Optical Flow Network is for captur-

ing short-term temporal information from optical flow, and Dynamic Image Network is for representing long-term temporal

information from the dynamic image. Finally, the outputs of the softmax of the three models are weighted to a final softmax

score.

mate rank pooling to obtain dynamic image which reserves

the long-term temporal information [11]. With this model,

we can compress the temporal information span in a video

into a short sequence, and the network can learn it from these

dynamic images.

In this work, approximate rank pooling is applied in every

video to generate 16 dynamic images. In addition to dynamic

images, short-term temporal information is extracted from op-

tical flow, and appearance information is extracted from raw

RGB frames. We explore different fusions of the three mod-

els. Our multi-model framework achieves 88.6% in UCF101

and 57.9% in HMDB51 datasets.

2. PROPOSED FRAMEWORK

The pipeline of our framework is illustrated in Fig. 1. The

three networks in Fig. 1 are corresponding to RGB Network,

Optical Flow Network, and Dynamic Image Network. RGB

Network is for extracting appearance information from raw

RGB frames, Optical Flow Network is for extracting short-

term temporal information from optical flow, and Dynamic

Image Network is for capturing long-term temporal infor-

mation from the dynamic images generated from the video.

For every video, the softmax outputs of the three models are

weighted to form the final softmax score.

During training the RGB Network, raw RGB frames of

each video are divided into 16-frame clips, and each of them

is fed to a 3D CNN which then serves as appearance fea-

ture extractor. For Optical Flow Network, the optical flow

for each video is computed, then the optical flow for every

video is divided into 16-frame clips without overlap between

consecutive clips. These optical flow clips are fed to an-

other 3D CNN to train Optical Flow Network which serves as

short-term temporal information extractor. For Dynamic Im-

age Network, each video is divided into 16 clips with equal

length, and each of them is compressed into one dynamic im-

age by approximate rank pooling. Then these dynamic im-

ages are fed into a 3D CNN to train the Dynamic Image Net-

work.

2.1. DYNAMIC IMAGE GENERATION

The dynamic image generation is based on the idea of [10].

This paper proposed to employ rank pooling to capture video-

wide temporal information for action recognition. They take

ranking machine to learn functions that can order the frame

temporally, and use the parameters learned by ranking ma-

chine to represent the evolution of the appearance within the

video.

Inspired by Fernando et al. [10], Bilen et al. optimized

the computation process and replaced the ranking machine

with approximate rank pooling [11]. With the approximate

rank pooling, the dynamic images are obtained by directly

applying rank pooling on the raw image pixels of a video. The

parameters of the frames only depend on the relative position

of the frame in the video sequence, and can be pre-computed,

which speeds it orders of magnitude.

The process of generating dynamic images by approxi-

mate rank pooing is indicate by Eq. (1).

ρ̂(I1, . . . , IT ;ψ) =

T∑

t=1

αtψ(It). (1)

αt = 2(T − t+ 1)− (T + 1)(HT −Ht−1), (2)



where ψ(It) is pixels of the t-th frame, T is the length of the

original video, Ht =
∑t

i=1 1/t is the t-th Harmonic number

and H0 = 0. The dynamic image is actually linear combina-

tions of every frame and the parameters αt for each frame can

be obtained from Eq. (2).

In experiments, every video is divided into 16 segmenta-

tions with equal length and without overlap between consec-

utive segmentations, then we directly apply approximate rank

pooling in each clip to generate dynamic images. From Eq.

(1), the computation of dynamic image is linear combinations

of the raw pixels in the frame, and it is very fast compared to

optical flow computation.

2.2. 3D CONVOLUTIONAL NEURAL NETWORK

Ji et al. are the first to apply 3D CNN model for action recog-

nition and achieve promising performance [6]. Compared to

2D CNN, the extra dimension in 3D CNN is temporal dimen-

sion which makes it possible to extract both spatial and tem-

poral information from multiple frames. Among the 3D net-

works for action recognition, the network C3D proposed by

Tran et al. [7] is a deeper network and achieves better per-

formance, therefore we choose C3D in our framework. C3D

includes 5 convolution layers, 2 fully convolution layers and

one softmax layer. The size of the kernel in C3D is 3*3*3
which makes it more suitable for extracting spatial-temporal

information than 2D CNN. In order to keep the temporal in-

formation in the first convolution layer, the size of the first

max pooling is 2*2*1. Except the max pooling in the first

layer, all the max pooling in later layers have a size of 2*2*2.

In [7], the input of C3D is consecutive 16 raw RGB

frames, and C3D can capture the temporal information and

appearance information from these input images. However,

for actions that last for a long time, 16 consecutive images are

not sufficient to represent the action. After compressing the

temporal information into multiple dynamic images, C3D can

learn the long-term temporal information from these dynamic

images. When this kind of long-term temporal information is

combined with short-term temporal information and appear-

ance information, the multi-model framework can obtain a

high performance.

2.3. Multiple Feature Models

Three networks are trained to model different types of fea-

tures: RGB Network, Optical Flow Network, and Dynamic

Image Network. After training finish, the three networks

serve as feature extractor for every video. RGB Network

which trained with raw RGB frames focuses on appear-

ance information, Optical Flow Network which trained with

optical flow captures short-term temporal information, and

Dynamic Image-Network which trained with dynamic image

learns long-term temporal information. The details of the

network are as follows.

RGB Network. Raw RGB frames of every video are di-

vided into 16-frame long clips without overlap between con-

secutive clips. Then these clips are fed into C3D to train RGB

Network. After the training is finished, the activations of the

softmax layer are extracted for every video clip. All the ac-

tivations of softmax of the same video are averaged to form

a final softmax score, which represents the appearance infor-

mation of the short video clips.

Dynamic Image Network. Each video is divided into

16 segmentations with equal length and without overlap be-

tween consecutive segmentations, then approximate rank

pooling is applied in each segmentation to generate dynamic

images. After approximate rank pooing, UCF101 dataset is

compressed into 13320 16-frame clips, and HMDB51 dataset

into 6766 16-frame clips. The dynamic image is used to

train Dynamic Image Network. After training finished, these

dynamic images are passed to Dynamic Image Network, and

the activations of the softmax layer are extracted. The feature

extracted by Dynamic Image Network captures long-term

temporal information span in a whole video.

Optical Flow Network. Varol et al. [2] showed that op-

tical flow computed by [12] has the best performance among

several methods [12, 13, 14]. We employ the method de-

veloped in [12] to compute optical flow for UCF101 and

HMDB51 datasets. The optical flow is used to train Optical

Flow Network. After the training is finished, the activations

of the softmax layer are extracted for every video clips. All

the activations of softmax of the same video are averaged to

form a final softmax score. The features extracted by Optical

Flow Network from optical flow model short-term temporal

information within a clip.

2.4. Fusion of Multiple Feature Models

After training all the models, three kinds of features are ob-

tained for every video, RGB feature, Dynamic Image feature,

and Optical Flow feature. When fusing these models, the soft-

max of all the models are weighted to form the final softmax

score similar to [3, 15, 16, 17]. For example, when fusing

the RGB Network and Optical Flow Network, the softmax of

these two models are averaged to form the final classification

score. All the fusions among different feature models follow

the same procedure.

3. EXPERIMENTS

3.1. DATASETS
We evaluate the performance of our proposed framework on

UCF101 [18] and HMDB51 [19] datasets. UCF101 consists

of 101 action categories, 13320 video clips. HMDB51 in-

cludes 51 action classes, 6766 video clips extracted from a

variety of sources ranging from digitized movies to YouTube.

All the experiments are conducted on the first split of these

two datasets.



Table 1. The accuracies of different modalities. ‘DI’ indi-

cates dynamic image, and ‘OF’ is optical flow. The accuracy

of the single model such as Dynamic Image is the mean preci-

sion of classification. For the fusion of models, the accuracy

comes from the weighted softmax score of different models.

Input UCF101 HMDB51
RGB with 3D CNN[7] 82.5 50
OF with 3D CNN 78.2 48.9
Multilayer RGB with 3D CNN[20] 85.4 53.1
Multilayer OF with 3D CNN 82.5 53.0
DI with 2D CNN[11] 70.9 35.8
DI with 3D CNN 78.4 46.8
RGB + DI with 2D CNN[11] 76.9 42.8
RGB + DI with 3D CNN 85.8 53.6
RGB + OF with 3D CNN 87.6 56
RGB + OF + DI with 3D CNN 88.6 57.9

3.2. LEARNING PROCESS

Three kinds of networks, RGB Network, Dynamic Image

Network, and Optical Flow Network are trained with the

same structure as C3D. However, these two datasets are too

small to train such scale of networks. In order to avoid over-

fitting, we train the network based on the model pre-trained in

Sport-1M which has 1 million videos in 487 categories. The

initial learning rate is 10−4 and decreased 90% every 20000
iterations. The optimization is done after 60000 iterations.

3.3. RECOGNITION ACCURACY

The results are reported in Table. 1. C3D with dynamic im-

ages achieves 78.4% in UCF101 which is 7.5% higher than

dynamic image with 2D CNN [11]. When combining the

feature of dynamic images and raw RGB frames, our multi-

model achieves 85.8% which is 8.9% higher than dynamic

images and raw RGB frames with 2D CNN. These two facts

demonstrate the advantages of 3D CNN over 2D CNN for ac-

tion recognition. The fusion of dynamic image feature and

RGB feature achieves 85.8% which demonstrates that dy-

namic image feature is complementary to RGB feature. When

we fuse the three models, the multi-model reaches 88.6% in

UCF101 and 57.9% HMDB51, which demonstrates that dy-

namic image feature is complementary to optical flow feature

and appearance feature.

3.4. COMPUTATION SPEED

We compare the computation speeds for dynamic image and

optical flow. We randomly select 10 videos containing 996
frames from HMDB51 dataset. The computing speed for dy-

namic image and optical flow are reported in Table. 2. It

shows that dynamic image is about 360 times faster than op-

tical flow. From Eq. (1), the computation cost for dynamic

Table 2. The memory and speed comparison of dynamic

image and optical flow. The Dynamic Image 16 in the first

row means generating 16 dynamic images for every video,

while Dynamic Image 32 in the second row means generat-

ing 32 dynamic images for every video. The computation of

dynamic images is hundred-time faster than optical flow and

needs far less memory than that of raw frame and optical flow

.
Generated Data Time Memory
Dynamic Image 16 0.348s/Video 16 frame/Video

Dynamic Image 32 0.382s/Video 32 frame/Video

Optical Flow 140s/Video 99 frame/Video

image depends on the length of the clip and the number of

generated dynamic images. No matter how many dynamic

images generated for a video, the increase of the time cost

only depends on the number of sum operation. However, the

number of the sum operation is far less than that of multiplica-

tions. So the computation cost of dynamic image for a video

is nearly constant.

3.5. MEMORY

With dynamic image, we can compress the appearance evo-

lution span in a video into multiple images. The number of

dynamic images generated for every video can be adjusted ac-

cording to the length of the video. Compared to RGB frames

and optical flow, dynamic image needs less memory. In our

experiments, every video is compressed into 16 dynamic im-

age, which requires less memory than optical flow. Accom-

plished with the speed advantage, this is a very promising to

be used for real-time applications.

4. CONCLUSION

We have proposed a framework to fuse the short-term tem-

poral information, long-term temporal information and ap-

pearance information for action recognition. The ranking ma-

chine can preserve the evolution of appearance into multiple

dynamic images while the optical flow can capture the local

temporal information. Experimental results demonstrate that

dynamic image feature is complementary to RGB feature and

optical flow feature, and 3D CNN is more suitable for ac-

tion recognition than 2D CNN. The performance of action

recognition is significantly improved by fusing all the three

feature models. Furthermore, the dynamic image is hundred-

time faster and requires less memory than optical flow. For

real-time applications, the dynamic image is a promising al-

ternative to optical flow without decreasing much of the per-

formance.
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